TI'S-synthesis of neutral style Greek with good intelligibility and quality has been achieved some time ago. As a further step towards expanding the applications domain of the TRi-system developed in our laboratory, the incorporation of emphasis into speech used in man-machine dialogues according to their context has been studied recently. In this paper the method applied for the analysis of intonation patterns, the results of this analysis, the algorithm established for the creation of desired intonation pattems and its implementation in the existing ITS-system for Greek is reported.
INTRODUCTION
The need for the exploitation of nurmtly developed speech synthesis systems in expanded application anas [1] . with messed syllables and phrase boundaries up to the position of the emphatic lexical item.
The observations reported above are clearly shown in Figure 1 and frnthnmore indicate a three level segmentation to be adopted through the analysis and the modeling procedure as well. The sample phrases w m segmented Into thne parts (pre-focal, focal Figure 3 , as far as the paaems used for the analysis an concemed. . ..
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For the purpose of the accurate regeneration of the intonation patterns described in the previous section the basic idea was to capture the FO contour's characteristics by the determination of all its nuning points (maxima and minima) in association with discrete textual phenomena along with information about the location of emphasis. For this reason the syilables of the input text were labeled in terms of a set of discrete features (Table 2) and a set of rules which assigns a target FO level (BASE, MID, From the evaluation results for both tests shown in Table 3 we can sec that the listeners were able to perceive and determine emphasis with great accuracy even if they were not familiar with synthetic speech. The rather high succcss rates of the second test for both groups are due to the fact that the subjects were instructed to label only one out of the three sentences as being appropriate for the dialogue according to their opinion. In both tests the listeners were provided with a writen version of the test phrase in order to prevent voice quality parameters from being involved in the evaluation. However, the evaluation results indicate that this was not completely avoided especially in the case of listeners of Group 2.
